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Summerfield House Care & Nursing Home  

Summerfield House Nursing Home (SFH) is a 107-bed purpose built service, registered to provide 
accommodation and personal care for older people and people living with dementia. Nursing care is provided. 
Accommodation is arranged over three floors, with 1-2 dining areas on each floor. The team at SFH achieved 
Food for Life Served Here (FFLSH) Bronze in September 2018. 

Food for Life Served Here at Summerfield House 

✓ Has improved care 
Providing the very best, safest food to residents setting Summerfield House apart and improving the 
lived experience of residents 

✓ Helped keep control of cost whilst supporting local producers 

Making food from scratch and reducing food waste has saved money. Summerfield experienced zero 
increase in food cost in achieving the FFLSH accreditation 

✓ Increases the focus on catering team – showing that the catering team are a valued and integral part 
of the care team increasing confidence and morale 

Cook Dawn Wynn’s Story 

“At SFH we cook for 106 people, 7 days a week. We started our FFLSH journey 
in Jan 2018. There are four of us in the kitchen, two on shift at all times. We 
work rotating patterns. We cook from fresh ingredients, three main meals a 
day and snacks in between. Snacks include fresh soups, sandwiches and cakes 
for residents living with dementia, who may eat at any time, even during the 
night. At SFH, the cooks and kitchen assistants were already sure we were 
doing a good job, taking our resident’s eating experience seriously. We are 
proud we cook from scratch but were keen to know what else we could do. 

Our manager came across Food For Life 
(FFL) and spoke to us about getting 
involved with FFL ‘Served Here’. He 
convinced us it would give us extra 
confidence that our care home is meeting 
guidance for eating well for older people 
and help us when we needed to show that 
the care home is meeting Care Quality 
Commission (CQC) regulations about 
nutrition and hydration. Help with meeting 
CQC standards is welcome because 
although food is about team work, when 
you’re the one cooking, you feel the buck 
stops in the kitchen.  

 

 We hadn’t 

realised our eggs 

weren’t free range, 

there was a small 

cost increase, not 

so much you 

wouldn’t do it for 

the hen’s sake! We 

saved money 

elsewhere, our food 

costs haven’t 

increased by 

achieving FFLSH . 

We looked at our 

practices including 

WASTE AND PORTION 

SIZES. FFL support 

means we have cut 

down on food waste 

and in turn saved 

money . 
 

 

 

Summerfield House Cook, Dawn Wynn 
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We started by meeting the FFLSH team. Any apprehension soon went. They 
were professional but friendly, we didn’t feel we were being put under a 
microscope or being judged. We had some time to get information about our 
ingredients and menus together. A bench marking meeting showed us where 
we were and any suggested changes to make. We met to review our progress 
regularly and had team training. The trickiest bit was looking at spend and 
sourcing, but we soon got that done. When we began making changes, we were 
happy to find our local butcher’s meat met the FFLSH criteria, though we  did 
some work to show farm assurance for the pork. We made sure all fish was 
from sustainable sources”.  
 
“The team have helped us find guidance and info on issues we come across 
more and more. For example; we needed recommendations about fortifying 
food, for lactose intolerant residents. Advice is usually to add milk, cream and 
cheese, but we couldn’t in this case. Having someone to suggest, ‘well when 
you make curry, what about adding coconut milk?’, and that ‘mashed potatoes 
can be fortified and flavoured by adding olive oil and fresh rosemary’, It was 
really useful”.  
 

FFLSH is about food quality, but it 

has opened the door us to link in 

and get involved in some of the 

community connections work at 

SFH. Our mission; to have a whole 

setting approach to a good food 

culture. We’ve really enjoyed 

school pupils visiting. We’ve got 

involved making healthy fruit 

salads and snacks together with 

the residents and children. We’ve prepared food for neighbourhood ‘get 

togethers’ and volunteering days. It’s something different for the kitchen staff, 

keeps us motivated, our morale up and creates a buzz in the kitchen! 

We’ve been asked our thoughts on therapeutic food activities happening at SFH 
and growing plans for the care home garden. We have shared what’s going to 
be useful to grow and how we will use the harvest as in our cooking.  
 
When we were ready to apply for a FFLSH accreditation inspection, thanks to 
the support from the FFL Served Here team it was a simple process to work with 
the certification team and get an inspection booked in. We were delighted to 
achieve our award and hope to achieve silver at our next inspection.  We have 
done this without an increase in our food costs. 

Neighbourhood 

‘get togethers’ and 

volunteer days are 

something different 

for the kitchen 

team, they keep us 

motivated and 

morale up. it 

creates a buzz in 

our kitchen! . 

 

 
A carer consults with residents on 

what they’d like to eat & drink. 

 

Going for FFLSH 

bronze has meant 

effective changes 

to our food 

practices for the 

benefit of our 

residents . 

 

 

at the FFL cooks 

network We heard 

interesting  

speakers and could 

talk to and learn 

from other care 

home cooks . 

 

Cooks, Dawn & Nicola plan menus with FFL co-
founder Jeanette Orrey. 

 


